Abstract-This paper presents a novel integrated microstrip low-loss slow-wave line. The new microstrip replaces the conventional metal strip by composite metals paralleling the electric surface and magnetic surface (MS). The MS made of an array of coupled inductors shows a high-impedance state in the stopband, below which the propagation properties can be well controlled by varying the dimensions of the electric surface and MS. The dispersion curves obtained by matrix-pencil analyses closely correspond to those obtained by scattering-parameter extraction. Theoretical results, as confirmed experimentally, indicate that an increase of over 60% in the slow-wave factor can be achieved without sacrificing propagation losses, using the proposed structure. This electric-magnetic-electric (EME) microstrip is insensitive to the alignment position of the periodical structure, and can be constructed using conventional printed-circuit-board fabrication processes and integrated with other microwave components in a multilayered circuit. A compact EME bandpass filter (BPF) with suppressed harmonic responses is presented. The length of the filter is reduced by 26%, and the measured insertion loss and fractional bandwidth is comparable to that of a conventional microstrip BPF on the same substrate.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
EDUCTION of circuit dimensions in both hybrid and monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) is important from the cost and reliability point-of-view. Passive devices, especially those designed with distributed transmission lines, occupy most space. Slow-wave propagation by separating electric and magnetic energies has been investigated as a method to reduce the transmission-line length for a given insertion phase. Fig. 1 lists a few representative works of slow-wave transmission lines from the past 30 years. The unit for the vertical axis is dB/ , where is the guided wavelength. This is a reasonable choice of unit for a fair comparison of losses associated with various slow-wave lines since all known methods for enhancing the slow-wave factor (SWF), also known as the normalized phase constant, lead to an increasing attenuation constant.
Slow-wave transmission lines such as the metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) microstrip, ferromagnetic (FM) microstrip, ferromagnetic semiconductor (FMS) microstrip, or Schottky-contact microstrip line (SCML) configurations using (FM) semiconductor surface layers were extensively investigated several years ago [1] - [5] . These slow-wave lines, which incorporate layered substrates, show losses near 10 dB/ . Moreover, increasing the operating frequency degrades the SWF [5] - [7] . However, these uniform guiding structures have greatly improved the SWF. Within the low-frequency range, high-factors can be obtained with nearly optimum conditions [8] .
Some modified structures use inhomogeneous doping (MIS-IHD) [9] or periodically doped substrates (MIS-PD) [10] for the MIS or Schottky coplanar waveguide to reduce the attenuation and enhance the SWF, thus extending the slow-wave propagation frequency range. Several periodic structures such as the cross-tie coplanar waveguide (CTCPW) [11] , cross-tie-overlay coplanar waveguide (CTOCPW) [12] , and meander microstrip [13] have been proposed to improve the performance of slow-wave transmission lines. These improved slow-wave lines have losses between 1-10 dB/ . Notice that improved slow-wave lines employ complicated fabrication process and still have higher insertion losses than that of a conventional microstrip line [14] .
Microstrips that incorporate a photonic bandgap (PBG) structure and experience periodic perturbations from the substrate [15] , ground plane [14] , [16] , or transmission line itself [17] have recently shown great potential for a great variety of applications in microwave electronics and antenna development [18] , [19] . One of the most interesting applications of such PBG structures exhibits a significant increase in the SWF without much loss for a microstrip on a uniplanar compact photonic bandgap (UC-PBG) ground plane. As shown in Fig. 1 , the microstrip on the UC-PBG ground plane further reduces the loss, representing the first breakthrough of the 1-dB/ barrier after decades of effort to improve slow-wave lines.
In practice, a conductor-backing ground plane for integrating microwave modules is often desired. Therefore, this paper presents a novel microstrip slow-wave structure that incorporates a uniform ground plane and uses PBG structures alongside the signal line in the axial direction, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Like the UC-PBG, the new PBG cells exhibit a high-impedance surface (HIS) state in a certain frequency band and behave like a magnetic surface (MS) by reflecting the incoming electromagnetic wave without reversing its phase. The signal line consists of both a magnetic and an electric surface. When viewed from the transverse plane of the proposed slow-wave microstrip structure, the electric and MSs are arranged in electric-magnetic-electric (EME) order; thus, the microstrip is named the "EME composite." The propagation losses of the proposed EME microstrip match those of a conventional microstrip (see Fig. 1 ). Additionally, the EME microstrip is insensitive to the alignment position of the PBG structure. The EME microstrip structure can also integrate other conventional microstrip components, and does not interact with components on the other side of the continuous ground plane in a multilayered circuit.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the theory and design of the EME microstrip. Section III reports the corresponding scattering analyses, which are compared and validated by measurements. The extracted values of the propagation constants and characteristic impedances, derived from the scattering analyses of various microstrip structures, are presented to demonstrate the generality of the EME microstrip configuration. Two theoretical methods are employed to confirm the validity of the reported transmission-line data. The losses of the proposed EME microstrip are also discussed. Section IV considers the influence of varying the MS position and filling percentage in the composite EME metal strip on the propagation property of the EME microstrip. Section V presents a bandpass filter (BPF) application example. The attractive features of the EME microstrip BPF structure are observed, theoretically and experimentally, to be low loss, reduced size, and suppression of harmonic resonance. Conclusions are then made in Section VI.
II. PRINCIPLES AND OPERATION OF THE EME MICROSTRIP
The novel EME line is like a conventional microstrip on a continuous uniform ground plane, except that the metal strip is a sheet of composite metal made of EME surfaces (Fig. 2) . The electrical surface is a plain ordinary metal strip of a certain thickness. Coupled connected metallic coils realize the MS. Each metallic coil is viewed as a unit cell. Thus, the coils form a periodic array in the central plane of the microstrip. The entire array resonates at a certain bandwidth, namely, the stopband, and the connected metallic surface enters a high-impedance state [20] , [21] . The guiding structure proposed for typical applications is symmetrical about its central plane, which is a magnetic (electric) wall for the microstrip even (odd)-mode operation. Note that the MS is frequency dependent, implying that the impedance of the MS is sufficiently high at a certain frequency band. In view of the frequency-dependent MS at the central plane, the odd-mode dispersion characteristics change accordingly. This paper, however, focuses on even-mode propagation and effectively offers beneficial applications when an increased SWF, higher characteristic impedance, and highfactor are desired for a microstrip.
The new PBG structure used in this proposed EME microstrip is made on both sides of a thin substrate. Each side of the unit cell has one coupled spiral inductors (coils), as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . The coupled coils are connected by the center metal via through the thin substrate. Narrowing the arm widths ( , ) enlarge the inductance, but reduce the capacitance that come from the fringing electric fields between or within the two adjacent coils. Note that the stopband frequency is much higher than the operating frequency of the EME microstrip, as discussed in Section III. In the design presented here, the first stopband of the PBG structure is at 10 GHz with cells of size 2.134 mm ( ) 2.134 mm ( ) (7.1% of free-space wavelength at 10 GHz). The presence of the MS alters the modal current distributions along the transverse and longitudinal directions of the guide, thereby changing the dispersion characteristics of the microstrip.
Although the cell size has been maintained relatively low compared to the free-space wavelength ( ), such microstrip cannot be used in many applications when propagation properties must be finely adjusted. Adding electric surfaces alongside the MS, forming EME surfaces, allows an additional degree of freedom for varying the propagation characteristics. Proper widths ( , , and ) of the electric and MSs, respectively, can be chosen to obtain the required propagation constant, characteristic impedance, and stopband bandwidth of the transmission line.
The EME microstrip is compatible with modern state-of-the-art multilayer printed circuit technology. Referring to Fig. 2(a) , the electric and MSs are made on a two-sided printed RO4003 circuit board of thickness ( ) 0.203 mm and relative permittivity ( ) of 3.38; the EME composite strip is then glued to a conductor-backing RO4003 substrate of thickness ( ) 0.508 mm under proper heat and pressure to complete the EME microstrip as a slow-wave line.
III. PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF EME MICROSTRIP AND VALIDITY CHECKS
A. Scattering Analyses
Two 4.268-mm-wide ( ) EME microstrip prototypes are built and tested (see Fig. 2 ). Each EME microstrip is 32.01-mm long ( ), corresponding to 15 unit cells. A short 1-mm-long ( ) metal strip is added at each end of the EME microstrip to facilitate the pin contact to the WILTRON 3680-K test fixture. The effect of these two short pieces of microstrips has been included in the numerical simulations. The first EME microstrip has mm and mm, with one cell in the transverse direction; the EME microstrip is said to have a 50% filling of the MS. The second EME microstrip has mm, with two cells in the transverse direction and no electric surface at all. In such a case, the microstrip is an MS microstrip, corresponding to 100% filling of the MS.
The coils on the top layer of the 0.203-mm-thick ( ) substrate have the following dimensions. The outer coil is 0.127-mm wide ( ) in both the -and -directions, the inner square coil is 0.864-mm wide (c), and a metal patch of 0.254 mm (d) 0.508 mm ( ) connects the outer and inner coils. On the bottom of the substrate, the outer coil is 0.254-mm wide ( ), the inner square coil is 0.864-mm wide (c), and the connecting metal patch is 0.254 mm (d) 0.254 mm ( ). The top and bottom coils are connected by a vertical conducting via with a diameter of 0.406 mm ( ). The unit cells are connected to adjacent cells on the top layer. The unit cell with a much small area can be fabricated by commercial semiconductor technologies. The above arrangement allows fast evaluation of the proposed concept. The electric and MSs are also built using the conventional printed-circuit-board processing technology, including the via through-hole plating.
The scattering parameters of these two EME microstrips are measured and compared with those obtained by a full-wave solver (Zeland IE3D) using the integral-equation method. Throughout the numeric analyses, the conductivity and thickness of the metal is assumed to be 4.9 10 S/m and 0.018 mm, and the loss tangent of the substrate is assumed to be 2 10 . Fig. 3 plots the theoretic and measured results for and
, showing excellent agreement in all cases. The measured scattering parameters are consistently shifted to the right-hand side by approximately 0.3 GHz. Careful examination of the prototype indicates a slightly excessive etching (approximately 12 m), resulting in a decrease in the coupling between adjacent cells and thereby shifting the scattering parameters. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows that the stopband for the 50% filling case is between 8.5 GHz ( ) and 10.5 GHz ( ) and centered at 9.5 GHz ( ). The 100% filling case has a wider stopband, i.e., between 8.0 GHz ( ) and 11.75 GHz ( ), with the center frequency at 9.875 GHz ( ), as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) . The fractional bandwidth (( ) increases from 21% to 38% when the MS filling percentage increases from 50% to 100%. Inside the stopband, the reflection coefficient is nearly unity (0.95) and the transmission coefficient is lower than 20 dB. In the lower frequency region that interests us, the EME microstrip shows very good transmission characteristics with low reflection, although it is not exactly matched to the measurement system of 50-impedance. Additionally, the EME microstrip is a good guiding structure with little distortion due to the linear phase variation of with frequency. A faster phase variation of exhibits more improved slow-wave phenomena as the PBG filling percentage is increased.
B. Dispersion Characteristics
The periodic modulation of the MS on the familiar microstrip mode launched at either end of the EME microstrip yields space harmonics on the excited currents [22] , [23] . These harmonics can be extracted by the matrix-pencil method [24] . Fig. 4 shows the vectored current distributions, obtained by full-wave simulations of the EME microstrip with a 50% PBG filling percentage for the uniform ground plane. At 5 GHz (outside the stopband), a large current flows beneath the composite EME strip, i.e., between and mm, from the input terminal ( ) to the output terminal ( mm), without a noticeable decay. The current distributions resemble the dominant mode of a typical microstrip, except the shorter distance of adjacent phase reversal positions than the uniform microstrip.
The extraction of space harmonics on the excited currents manifests the similarity between the Fourier series expansion of a periodic function and the space-harmonics representation of a PBG structure [23] . The space harmonic is denoted by its complex propagation constant , , which represents a traveling-wave component of the th higher order space component associated with the mode: superscript ( ) signifies the forward (backward) traveling wave. Matrix-pencil analyses show that a forward traveling wave, denoted by its complex propagation constant , and a backward traveling wave, denoted by , are the only two major space harmonics for an operating frequency below 8 GHz. Both and have the same phase constant, but with opposite signs. As shown in Fig. 5 , the matrix-pencil signal analyses of the ground returned currents along various cuts of Fig. 4 , indicate that extracted values are insensitive to the chosen current cut for the entire spectrum of interest. Fig. 6 displays the normalized phase constant of the forward traveling-wave component for the EME microstrip with different PBG filling percentages. A sharp rise is observed at 8.5 GHz for the 50% filling case, and at 8.0 GHz for the 100% filling case. The peak frequencies of the normalized phase constant are near the lower corner frequencies of the stopband in both cases.
In the lower frequency region, the wave dominates and the unit cell size of the PBG structure is less than 0.06 (at 8 GHz). The complex propagation constant and characteristic impedance ( ) can be estimated from the simulated andmeasured scattering parameters ( ) referenced to the im- pedance level by the following equations [25] :
The dispersion curve of a conventional microstrip (0% MS filling) with the same width ( mm, ), and length ( mm) is also calculated through its predicted scattering parameters. These results are superimposed for comparison and the dispersion curves obtained by the matrix-pencil analyses, -parameter extraction and Agilent EEsof LineCalc are shown to agree closely. Fig. 6 reveals that the SWF of the EME microstrip is flat until the operating frequency approaches the lower corner of the stopband frequency. The uniform microstrip shows an SWF of 1.736 at 5 GHz, whereas the 50% MS EME microstrip increases the SWF by 22% to 2.12 and the 100% MS microstrip increases the SWF by 60% to 2.757. Such increases in the SWF by 22%-60% suggest that the proposed EME microstrip is a viable approach for designing a slow-wave line. Further optimization of the EME microstrip is thought to be able to increase the SWF.
The line length of EME microstrip has relatively small influences on the converged values of extracted characteristic impedance, except at frequencies where the line length is near a multiple of half-wavelength. Based on the convergence study, we choose 6.402-mm-long ( ) EME microstrip, corresponding to three unit cells in the longitudinal direction, to obtain the estimated characteristic impedance. Fig. 7 displays the real and imaginary parts of the characteristic impedance of these EME microstrip lines, with those of a uniform microstrip on the same 0.508-mm-thick substrate with a relative permittivity of 3.38. Below the stopband frequencies, the characteristic impedances are almost purely real. Approaching the stopband frequencies from the lower frequency region, complex characteristic impedances emerge, representing the losses to be investigated later in this paper. In the particular case studies, the characteristic impedance of the EME microstrip increases by 33% for 50% filling and by 43% for 100% filling at 5 GHz. These results imply that the PBG structure that partially occupies the metal strip increases the distributed inductance per unit length, thereby simultaneously increasing SWF and [25] . The characteristic impedance slightly decreases as the frequency increases toward the stopband. Nevertheless, in contrast to most slow-wave structures, the problems of low SWF and low characteristic impedance at high frequency do not exist when the operating frequencies are below the stopband.
C. Losses
The increase in SWF alone does not establish the usefulness of the EME microstrip as a slow-wave line. The EME microstrip must also possess low-loss characteristics. The loss of the EME microstrip is divided into two parts, i.e., the low-frequency region suitable for slow-wave propagation and the high-frequency region near and above the lower corner frequency of the stopband. Matrix-pencil analyses of the EME microstrips, as reported in Fig. 6 , show that more than one space harmonic prevail at frequencies near and above the stopband. Some of the space harmonics enter the radiation region of the Brillouin diagram. Fig. 8 plots the attenuation constant, in decibels per unit guided wavelength of the forward traveling-wave component obtained by matrix-pencil analyses for various EME microstrips with different PBG filling percentages. The results agree well with the corresponding values obtained by analyzing the scattering parameters, as reported in Fig. 3 . Large measured losses (exceeding 1.0 dB/ ) occurred near the corner frequency of the stopband, i.e., 8.5 GHz for the EME microstrip (50% filling), and 8.0 GHz for the MS microstrip (100% filling). Thus, operation near the lower corner frequency of the stopband should be avoided when applying the EME microstrip as a low-loss slow-wave line. The operating frequencies of the EME microstrip should be restricted. In this particular case study, the upper bound frequency is near 5 GHz.
The measured loss per guided wavelength of the EME microstrip is 0.3 dB/ for 50% filling and 0.48 dB/ for 100% filling at 5 GHz. These values slightly exceed that of the corresponding uniform microstrip (0.2 dB/ ). In any case, EME microstrips show a slight increase in loss. Therefore, the SWF may be increased with only a token increase in loss. 
IV. EME MICROSTRIP DESIGN CHART
A. Influence of Symmetry on EME Microstrip
The sensitivity of stopband behavior to the alignment offset of the PBG structure in the EME microstrip must be considered. Fig. 9 shows the predicted scattering parameters. The impact of unbalanced symmetry caused by variations in electric surface dimensions may create problems as the even-mode operation of the EME microstrip is preferred. Maintaining the same overall width of the EME surfaces ( mm), the following three cases are simulated using the 1 15 PBG array as the MS, where mm and mm.
Case 1) The PBG is placed at the left-most edge, i.e., , mm. Case 2) Electric surface dimensions are unequal, i.e., mm, mm. Case 3) PBG is placed in the middle of the composite strip, i.e., mm.
The simulated scattering parameters of these symmetric and asymmetric case studies are almost identical, implying that the dispersion characteristics of the EME microstrip are nearly the same despite the relative position of the PBG structure in the transverse plane, provided the total width of the EME microstrip is unchanged. It is favorable for practical applications that the symmetry of the EME microstrip does not significantly alter the propagation characteristics. Note also that the lower stopband corners nearly coincide at around 8 GHz for all three cases where the transmission coefficients fall sharply to below 50 dB. However, the upper edges of the transmission coefficients occur at 9.75, 10, and 10.25 GHz. The symmetrical case ( mm) has a wider stopband region than other asymmetric EME microstrip cases; therefore, the symmetric EME microstrip is preferred for filter and antenna applications when the transmission response at harmonic frequencies or surface waves must be suppressed.
B. Design Curves for EME Microstrip
The equivalent inductance and capacitance per unit length of the EME microstrip can be changed by adjusting the percentage of the metal strip and MS, thereby altering the SWF and characteristic impedance. The proposed EME microstrip also imposes its own limitations. The cell, which forms the PBG array and the MS, has finite width. Thus, the EME microstrip cannot be designed with an arbitrarily high impedance level, due to the quantized finite cell size. Designing a smaller PBG cell or using a substrate with a smaller permittivity ( ) can remedy such a problem. A family of dispersion curves must be established for the EME microstrips on a substrate with a thickness of 0.762 mm ( ) and a relative permittivity of 2.4 ( ) to facilitate practical implementation of the EME filter shown in Section V. An PBG array is employed, where is 3 and varies from 1 to 3. Steadily increasing the width of the EME microstrip ( ) enables more cells ( ) in the transverse plane to be adopted. Initially, no cell is included, i.e.,
, and the EME microstrip is a normal microstrip, yielding the lines with solid (hollow) circle symbols in Fig. 10 , which show the normalized phase constant and characteristic impedance of the EME microstrip at 4.5 GHz. Next, one cell in the transverse plane ( ) is considered and the width of the EME microstrip is further increased by filling the electric surface symmetrically on both sides of the EME microstrip. The results are given by lines with solid (hollow) square symbols. Fig. 10 shows a set of dispersion curves for the same process repeated for Fig. 11 . Even-and odd-mode characteristic-impedance design data for coupled EME microstrips.
and . Given a fixed linewidth ( ), the SWF and characteristic impedance increase simultaneously with increasing cell number ( ) in the transverse direction for this particular case. Figs. 6 and 7 suggest that further increasing the PBG filling percentage should increase SWF and . Fig. 10 also confirms this conjecture. A higher value of corresponds to an increased PBG filling percentage, leading to greater perturbation of the current and simultaneous increases in the inductance per unit length; the SWF and characteristic impedance increase accordingly. The design curves in Fig. 10 will be applied to design a BPF centered at 4.5 GHz in the following section.
V. COMPRESSED-SIZE BPF
Reducing the length of a microwave filter is an immediate application of the low-loss EME microstrip. Unwanted harmonic resonance can also be suppressed by the EME composite structure [19] . A three-resonator 0.5-dB ripple Chebyshev BPF centered at 4.5 GHz with 10% fractional bandwidth is designed and fabricated on an ULTRALAM circuit board with a thickness 0.762 mm and a relative permittivity of 2.4. The design parameters and procedures for an edge-coupled BPF can be found in the literature [26] , [27] . Fig. 11 plots the characteristic impedances of the symmetrical EME coupled lines with one cell in the transverse direction for various strip widths ( ) and gap spacings ( ) at 4.5 GHz. This design graph is employed to determine the necessary strip width ( ) and gap spacing ( ) for a given set of characteristic impedances (even mode) and (odd mode). Accordingly, the required dimensions of EME coupled lines are 2.387 mm ( ) and 0.152 mm ( ) for the first and end sections, and 2.793 mm ( ) and 0.762 mm ( ) for the two center sections. The quarter-wavelength of the couple line section can be determined from the design curve with one cell in the transverse direction, as shown ( ) in Fig. 10 . The required coupled-line lengths are 8.163 mm for the 2.387-mm-wide sections and 8.635 mm for the 2.793-mm-wide sections, respectively. The small uniform microstrip feed line is 2.54-mm wide and 1.0-mm long, corresponding to a 50-microstrip on the combined substrates. Fig. 12 shows a photograph of the prototype of the EME microstrip edge-coupled BPF and the physical length is 26% less than that of a conventional microstrip BPF on the same substrate. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) shows the insertion and return losses of the EME microstrip edge-coupled BPF, respectively. The simulated results of a conventional BPF using normal microstrips are also given. The measured passband characteristics exhibit a 11.3% fractional bandwidth and a center frequency of 4.6 GHz, with a minimum insertion loss of 2.0 dB, including the effect of two SMA connectors. The passband loss is slightly higher than the predicted values of the EME BPF and conventional BPF, which are 1.3 and 1.4 dB at 4.5 GHz, respectively. Fig. 13 also shows that the attenuation rate outside the passband is compatible with the conventional BPF. The measured stopband transmission characteristics are approximately 15 dB higher than the predicted values, i.e., between 6-7.5 GHz, and show a significant reduction at the second and third harmonic frequencies. The measured result shows a 40-50-dB suppression, as compared to the values of 13 and 4 dB in the normal microstrip case at 9.0 and 13.5 GHz, respectively. The slight transmission peak (lower than 25 dB) observed near 8 GHz is related to the increased loss values outside and near the stopband frequencies (see Fig. 8 ).
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel PBG microstrip line called the EME microstrip has been proposed, analyzed, and tested by experiments. The EME microstrip consists of composite metals paralleling the electric surface and MS, where the MS is made of an array of coupled inductors. This new type of microstrip is easy to fabricate and insensitive to the alignment offset of the PBG structure in the composite metal strip. The results show that EME microstrips exhibit relatively low loss, reasonably large SWFs, convenient values of characteristic impedance, and very little dispersion over a broad range of microwave frequencies.
The low-loss EME microstrip has been employed to design an edge-coupled three-resonator BPF centered at 4.5 GHz with 10% fractional bandwidth. The measured results of this compressed-size BPF show a 2.0-dB minimum insertion loss in the passband and over 40-dB suppression of the spurious responses. This novel EME composite structure should have a wide range of applications for compact and high-performance circuit components in microwave and millimeter-wave integrated circuits.
